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3 days to re-think inclusion & diversity in STEM
Gioia De Cari’s award-winning show “Truth Values”
is coming to Canada this Fall for the first time!






Truth Values performance: Photo by Silvana Ximena

Tour locations: Ottawa > Toronto > Waterloo
University of Ottawa September 15th-17th
3 performances at uOttawa LabO Theatre
After-performance panel discussions
Discuss the inclusion & diversity in STEM
through each person’s personal experiences

Together, let’s envision a STEM workspace where
we can all feel seen and realize our true potential!
sites.google.com/uottawa.ca/truthvaluesottawa/

Want to join the organizing team? Email Maiko Serizawa at mseri@uottawa.ca !
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CRYPTOGRAPHY AT A GLANCE

What is cryptography?
Cryptography is the art and science
of obfuscating messages so that
none but the intended recipient can
read them.
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Early example: Caesar cipher
forward by
VENI, VIDI, VICI

YHQL, YLGL, YLFL
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Second World War

Enigma machine
= “Uncrackable"

1020 (~1 sextillion) settings
(of rotors and plugs)

Cracked by
mathematicians in
early 1940.
(Alan Turing)

Images from
History this day,
and Wikipedia
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Cryptography today
Millions need private, secure communication.

How do we exchange secrets in
a completely insecure environment?
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PUBLIC-KEY CRYPTOGRAPHY

The concept of public-key cryptography

(Ellis (GCHQ) 1970; Diffie & Hellman 1976)
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Diffie and Hellman:
“We need a hard mathematical problem.”
A one-way
(but injective)
function:

A trapdoor function:

easy

C

M and e

* Except if you know d

hard *

Let’s try modular arithmetic = “take the remainder after division”:
“Mod 11” : 34 ≡ 1 mod 11 since 34 = 1 + 3x11
Notation: [34]11 = 1
Really not injective: [122]11 = 1 …

so not a one-way function.
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Making a one-way function from modular arithmetic
Let’s try taking powers mod 11:

What is [26]11?
Solution: [26]11 = [64]11 = 9

The map 𝑥 → 𝑏

is one-to-one for powers

between 0 and p-2 (if you choose b well).
The inverse is called the
discrete logarithm (dlog).

[2x]11≡ 3 for x.

Find dlog2(3), that is, solve the equation
Solution: The powers of 2 mod 11 are:
x
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so x = dlog2(3) = 8.

Upshot:
• Taking powers mod p is easy (complexity ≈ #binary digits in p)
• Taking the discrete logarithm mod p is hard (complexity ≈ size of p)
(Think of p=527,244,042,984,867,472,685,064,644,621 … )
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A one-way function…but how to build a trapdoor?
Given:

p
b
x
y

(a prime)
(the base)
(= [bd]p)
(= [br]p)

Cool observation:
To compute [bdr]p, you need to find d or r.

So you’d need to solve discrete log, which is hard.

Check:
xy=bd br = bd +r, nope.
r
r
xy=(bd)b = bdb , nope.

Trapdoor: If I have the secret d then
[yd]p = [(br)d]p = [brd]p
(or if I have the secret r then [xr]p = [(bd)r]p = [bdr]p)
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DHE : Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange (1976)
Let’s take p=11, and base b=2.
I’ll secretly pick d=9.
So x = [29]11= 6.

I’ll secretly pick r=4.
So y = [24]11= 5.

y=5

Alice calculates:
[64]11= 9

???

236 = (29)4

236 = (24)9

x=6

Bob calculates:
[59]11= 9

Shared secret key
236 ≠ (24)(29)
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DHE is the core of secure communication

ECDHE uses, in place of Zp, the group
of points on an elliptic curve.
RSA, which is based on finding the prime
factors of N=pq, with N very large, is
phasing out.
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ENTER QUANTUM COMPUTERS

Crash course in Quantum Physics
On a classical computer, a bit represents either 0 or 1: two
choices.
Quantum mechanics tell us that an electron can be  or 
or in some superposition of the two. (Another view: it’s in each state
with a certain probability.) Entanglement gives even more states, and funky

On a quantum computer, a « qubit » represents
the quantum state Ψ of an electron : so a continuum of
choices.
properties.

Ψ=a  + b 

with a,b in C, |a|2 +|b|2=1

Schrödinger
“If we observe an electron, its state collapses
to  with probability |a|2 (and  with probability |b|2).”
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Quantum computing
Quantum computing is the new area of mathematics and
computer science that aims to understand the nature and scope of
computations that will be possible on a quantum computer.

physics

Mathematics

qubit

A vector in a complex inner product space

superposition

Convex linear combinations

transformations

Multiplication by unitary matrices

entanglement

Tensor product

measurement

Projection onto a subspace
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Shor’s algorithm (1994)
Discrete logarithm problem:
Given a prime p, a base b, and a value k : what is the power x so that [bx]p=k?

• Solution on a classical computer: check all powers of b until we find x.
• Peter Shor gave a solution on a quantum computer that’s kind of one shot:
– Take a quantum computer with n gates so 2n > p.
– Set up a uniform superposition of p orthogonal states.
– Act by unitary matrices depending on b and k, and apply “quantum Fourier
transform” (a change of basis matrix, from representation theory)
– Measure! With good probability, the result gives you (y,z) such that [y]p-1=[xz]p-1
• This algorithm applies to Elliptic Curve Cryptography (based on dlog) and a variation
applies to RSA (based on factoring a number N that is a product of two large primes).
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… their 127-qubit quantum computer came out in
November 2021, right on schedule.
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POST-QUANTUM CRYPTOGRAPHY

The NIST Post-Quantum Cryptography
Standardization program
Goal: Accelerate the production of standardized public key
cryptosystems that
– Are secure against attacks by adversaries with classical or quantum
computers;
– Are efficient enough to replace the existing (extensive!) public key
infrastructure.
Method: Crowd-source the problem!
– Four rounds so far; 69 proposals down to 4 + some “maybe later”.
– First finalists announced: July 5, 2022.
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What are these other hard problems?
Good inspiration: NP-hard problems.

Finding short vectors in
lattices (ring theory, linear
algebra)

Isogenies between elliptic curves
(graph theory, algebraic geometry)

Linear codes (linear algebra,
algebraic geometry)
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Example 1: Finding the shortest vector in a lattice
A lattice L in Rn is the Z-span of a basis
B=

Key problem: for n large and B random, it’s
exponentially hard to search for the
shortest nonzero vector.
Trapdoor: A secret basis whose vectors
are close to orthogonal (where the problem
is easier)
Image: Wikipedia
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Example 2: mod p vs mod q
• Say p and q are relatively prime integers.
• Let m be an integer.
• Key problem:
given [m]q, it is impossible to find [m]p.

Example: p=3, q = 2048.
Example: [m]q=1 could
mean m=1 or m=2049 or
m=4097…

• Trapdoor: If you know that actually 0<m<q, then OK.
• To make a cryptosystem: encode your message as the
coefficients of a polynomial in a ring 𝑍 𝑥 /⟨𝑥 −1⟩ and have
fun (NTRU).
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Example 3: Learning With Errors (LWE)
• Choose a large prime p, and n≪p
• A : 𝑛 × 𝑛 matrix with entries in Zp
• Choose vectors r and s in 𝑍 with small ({-2,-1,0,1,2}) entries

Example:
p=7681, 𝑛=240

• Then e = As+r is a random-looking vector in 𝑍
• LWE problem: given A and e, it’s hard to recover s (or r).
• Trapdoor: comes from how A and e are large but the simple
operation e – As = r is very small.
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The future of mathematical cryptography
• Post-quantum cryptography and quantum computing employ lots of our
favourite mathematical structures, old and new
• The community needs mathematical talent to
– Design, verify, attack, cryptanalyse and improve cryptosystems
– Develop quantum algorithms to solve hard mathematical problems
– Develop the new generation of quantum cryptography

The Code Book
Simon Singh
Doubleday, 1999

An Introduction to Mathematical Cryptography
Jeffrey Hoffstein, Jill Pipher, J. H. Silverman
Springer Verlag, 2010

An Introduction to Quantum Computing
P Kaye, R Laflamme, M Mosca
Oxford University Press, 2010

Monica Nevins
mnevins@uottawa.ca
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SPARE SLIDES

RSA (Rivest, Shamir, Adleman, 1977)
Find two

primes: p and q.

Set N = p  q.
Calculate (N) =(p-1) ×(q-1).
Choose e and d so that
(e × d) divided by (N) has remainder 1.
: N, e.
: d. (Destroy p and q.)

To encrypt her
message M, Alice
computes the
remainder of Me when
you divide by N:

C=[Me]N

Example:
M=2 and 27=128
so C=128-77=51

??

Example:
p=7,q=11.
N=77,
(N)=60;
e=7,
d=43

To decrypt her
ciphertext C, Bob
computes [Cd]N

(which equals M because
[Cd]N = [(Me)d]N =
[M1+k (N)]N = M.)

Example:
5143 is HUGE but with really cool
computer tricks you can find that
the remainder mod 77 is 2.
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Solving discrete logarithm: Shor’s algorithm (1994)
• Instead of iteration through all --- one shot, one good guess
• Given generator g, prime p and integer k, we want to solve [gx]p =k
• Build a quantum computer with n gates such that 2n>p
• Tailor it to your input g, p and k, and a certain calculation that uses tools
from representation theory (quantum Fourier transform)
• Each iteration is : transform and measure (very quick).
• Roughly: with large probability, you will soon find many pairs of integers a,b
such that [ga]p=[kb]p
• This gives you many candidates for x; iterate the quantum program several
times to narrow it down and check your answers
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The NIST Post-Quantum Cryptography
Standardization program
• First finalists announced: July 5, 2022.
• Three digital signature algorithms approved for standardization process; one public
key cryptosystem called CRYSTALS (Cryptographic Suite for Algebraic Lattices) Kyber.

Logo rom the CRYSTALS website pq-crystals.org/
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NIST 3rd round contenders (2021)
NIST
We get to choose new hard mathematical problems for potentially quantum-resistant
cryptosystems.
NIST PQC project 3rd round contenders :
- Classic McEliece (based on error-correcting codes)
- Crystals-Kyber and NTRU (based on lattices, LWE)
- SABER (based on “learning with rounding”)
- Rainbow Signature algorithm (based on multivariate polynomials)
Retained for future:
- BIKE, HQC (code-based)
- FrodoKEM, NTRU Prime (LWE, lattices)
- SIKE (isogenies on elliptic curves)
- GeMSS (multivariate), …
… and we also analyse the quantum resistance of the underlying mathematical problems (like HSP).
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NTRU : an efficient lattice-based cryptosystem
Proposed by Hoffstein, Pipher, Silverman in 1996

Parameters (sample): n (503), p (3), q (256)
R = Z[x]/<xn-1> :
Rp = R/pR ,

Rq = R/qR

Generating keys:
• Choose f and g in R with trinary coefficients ({-1, 0, 1})
• Compute Fq = f-1 in Rq, Fp = f-1 in Rp
• Set h = Fq g; then in Rq we have the identity fh=g
Public key: n, p, q, h
Private key: f, Fp
Important: h has large coefficients
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Encryption/Decryption with NTRU
Encryption: Given a message m in R, with trinary coefficients, choose a random r in R
with trinary coefficients and set
c=phr+m mod q
Decryption: Given a ciphertext c in Rq, compute first
a=fc
This is congruent to pfhr+fm =pgr+fm mod q.
Choose ared, the reduced-mod-q representative of a; then
ared = pgr+fm
Thus
Fpared = pFpgr + Fpfm
= m mod p
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Cryptosystem from Learning With Errors (LWE)
• A : 𝑛 × 𝑛 matrix with “integers mod p” entries (p=7681, 𝑛=240)
• Choose vectors r and s in 𝑍 with small ({-2,-1,0,1,2}) entries
• Then e = As+r is a random-looking vector in 𝑍
• LWE problem: given A and e, it’s hard to recover s (or r).
Cryptosytem:
To encrypt 𝑚 ∈ {0,1}, Alice picks small vectors v, w and a small number z and calculates
b= At v + w, c = et v + z +
m. She sends b, c to Bob.
Bob calculates (over Zp)
c-

st

b =

et

v+z+

m-

st At

v-

st w

=

m + z-

rt

v-

st w

Will be <

≈
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